With the need to expand margin so they can reinvest in innovation and patient care, hospitals and nursing executives are under constant pressure to control labor costs, while improving quality and the patient experience. Having previously turned to new processes, consultants, or outdated software, leaders are exhausting ways to optimize costs while improving outcomes.

SwipeSense is breaking new ground with an innovative approach using sensors and location data to address these challenges.

Nursing leaders can leverage the SwipeSense Labor Visibility application to automatically gather data needed for predictive assignments, to ensure that best practices are consistently applied to critical workflows such as Purposeful Hourly Rounding and Bedside Shift Reporting.

**OUR SOLUTION**

Our sensor network is embedded in the care environment, measuring nursing workflows and time at the bedside automatically, with no manual intervention by staff.

Leverage this new dataset to:

- Optimize patient assignments and ensure workload is spread evenly across staff.
- Ensure patients are visited on an hourly basis, eliminating long absences and preventing potential harm.
- Ensure Bedside Shift Reporting is carried out morning and evening for every patient.

**UNIQUE FEATURES**

- Nursing manager dashboard alerts at a glance to long patient absences.
- Seamless documentation of morning and evening nurse presence at patient bedside.
- Leverage previous shifts nursing intensity to provide accurate workload forecast for upcoming shifts.

Nurses are dedicated to delivering high-quality, patient-centered care. However, time constraints and lack of resources can impact both patient safety and staff engagement. Studies show:

- **Up to 98%** Of nurses report missing 1 or more patient care task in their previous shift.
- **63%** Of nurses agree that their job has resulted in burnout.

Learn more about Labor Visibility and how this unique dataset can be leveraged across hospital departments such as Respiratory Therapy, Environmental Service, or Patient Transport.
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